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Abstract
A distributed inference scheme which uses bounded transmission functions over a Gaussian multiple
access channel is considered. When the sensor measurements are decreasingly reliable as a function of
the sensor index, the conditions on the transmission functions under which consistent estimation and
reliable detection are possible is characterized. For the distributed estimation problem, an estimation
scheme that uses bounded transmission functions is proved to be strongly consistent provided that the
variance of the noise samples are bounded and that the transmission function is one-to-one. The proposed
estimation scheme is compared with the amplify-and-forward technique and its robustness to impulsive
sensing noise distributions is highlighted. In contrast to amplify-and-forward schemes, it is also shown
that bounded transmissions suffer from inconsistent estimates if the sensing noise variance goes to
infinity. For the distributed detection problem, similar results are obtained by studying the deflection
coefficient. Simulations corroborate our analytical results.
Index Terms
Distributed Estimation, Distributed Detection, Multiple Access Channel, Bounded Transmissions,
Asymptotic Variance, Deflection Coefficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
In inference-based wireless sensor networks (WSNs), low-power sensors with limited battery
and peak-power capabilities transmit their observations to a fusion center (FC) for detection of
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2events or estimation of parameters. For distributed estimation and distributed detection, much
of the literature has focused on a set of orthogonal (parallel) channels between the sensors and
the FC (please see [1], [2] and the references therein). The bandwidth requirements of such an
orthogonal WSN scale linearly with the number of sensors. In contrast, over multiple access
channels where the sensor transmissions are simultaneous and in the same frequency band, the
utilized bandwidth does not depend on the number of sensors.
Sensors may adopt either a digital or analog method for relaying the sensed information to
the FC. The digital method consists of quantizing the sensed data and transmitting with digital
modulation over a rate-constrained channel. In this case, the required channel bandwidth is
proportional to the number of bits at the output of the quantizer which are transmitted after pulse
shaping and digital modulation. The analog method consists of transmitting unquantized data by
appropriately pulse shaping and amplitude or phase modulating to consume finite bandwidth.
One such method is the amplify-and-forward (AF) scheme in which sensors send scaled versions
of their measurements to the FC. However, using the AF technique is not a viable option for
WSNs because it requires high transmission power when the values to be transmitted are large
[3]. Distributed systems which employ the AF technique for transmission of the sensed data
often assume that the power amplifiers used are perfectly linear over the entire range of the
sensed observations. In practice, the amplifiers exhibit nonlinear behaviour when the amplitude
of the sensed data is relatively high [4]–[6]. Moreover, the linear transmit amplifier characteristics
required for AF are often very power-inefficient [4], requiring the study of the effect of nonlinear
transmissions on performance. Wireless sensor networks have stringent power and bandwidth
constraints, therefore distributed schemes which use bounded instantaneous transmit power over
multiple access channels are highly desirable.
References [7]–[13] discuss distributed estimation over Gaussian multiple access channels. In
[7], [8], a distributed estimation scheme where the sensor transmissions are phase-modulated to
make constant modulus transmissions is considered. The estimator proposed in [8] is shown to
be strongly consistent for any symmetric sensing noise distribution when the noise samples are
i.i.d.. In [9], [10], the mean and variance of a signal embedded in noise (not necessarily Gaussian)
are estimated which are then used to estimate the SNR of the signal. In [7]–[10], the desired
constant modulus property is achieved by phase modulating the sensed data before transmission.
The authors in [14] discuss the effect of nonlinear transmissions on the convergence speed of
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3a consensus algorithm proposed for a distributed average consensus problem. The authors in
[11], [12], [15], [16] consider the computation of a desired function of the sensor measurements
by exploiting the mathematical characteristics of multiple access channels in a fusion center
based wireless sensor network. In these references, they discuss different issues such as how
much synchronization, channel knowledge is required for calculating various linear and nonlinear
functions at the FC using the wireless multiple-access channels and study the performance of
the proposed schemes.
References [17]–[20] discuss distributed detection using constant modulus transmissions over
Gaussian multiple access channels for a binary hypothesis testing problem. Inspired by the
robustness of the estimation scheme in [8], the authors in [17] and [18] proposed a distributed
detection scheme where the sensors transmit with constant modulus signals over a Gaussian
multiple access channel. Here again, the sensors transmit with constant modulus transmissions
whose phase varies linearly with the sensed data and the performance is analysed using deflection
coefficient and error exponent. In [19] and [20], two schemes called modified amplify-and-
forward (MAF) and the modified detect-and-forward (MDF) are developed which generalize
and outperform the classic amplify-and-forward (AF) and detect-and-forward (DF) approaches to
distributed detection. It is shown that MAF outperforms MDF when the number of sensors is large
and the opposite conclusion is true when the number of sensors is smaller. In both the DF and
MDF schemes, the sensors individually take a decision by quantizing the sensed measurement and
transmit the one bit information to the FC by BPSK modulation and therefore the transmit power
is always constant. Bounded transmission schemes are highly desirable and practically viable
for the power constrained WSNs. In addition, bounded transmissions are robust to impulsive
measurements [7]–[10] which could happen for WSNs deployed in adverse conditions.
In this work, we are interested in studying the effect of nonlinear transmissions with general
nonlinear transmission functions from the sensors to the FC in a distributed inference framework.
We will contrast this with AF, especially in settings where sensing becomes decreasingly reliable.
The sensors map their observations using a bounded function before transmission to constrain the
transmit power and these observations are transmitted to the FC over a Gaussian multiple access
channel. Our emphasis in this paper is not so much to propose a specific estimator or a detector,
rather we want to focus on studying the implications of bounded transmission schemes on
distributed inference in resource constrained WSNs. Moreover, this work also studies the merits
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4and demerits of distributed schemes involving realistic, nonlinear amplifier characteristics. We
characterize the general conditions on the sensing noise statistics and the nonlinear function under
which consistent estimation and reliable detection are possible. We show that if the measurement
accuracy degrades progressively in the sense that the sensing noise variance goes to infinity,
bounded transmission is not useful for distributed inference. On the other hand, it is shown
that AF scheme does not suffer from this issue. These conclusions are drawn by studying the
fundamental metrics such the asymptotic variance and the deflection coefficient.
II. DISTRIBUTED ESTIMATION WITH BOUNDED TRANSMISSIONS
A. System Model
Consider the sensing model, with L sensors,
xi = θ + σini i = 1, . . . , L (1)
where θ is an unknown real-valued parameter, ni is symmetric real-valued noise with zero median
(i.e., its probability density function (PDF) is symmetric about zero), and xi is the measurement
at the ith sensor. The noise samples ni are assumed to be independent identically distributed
(i.i.d.) but not necessarily with finite mean or variance. We consider a setting where the ith
sensor transmits its measurement using a bounded function √ρf(xi) over a Gaussian multiple
access channel (please see Figure 1) so that the received signal at the FC is given by
y
L
=
√
ρ
L∑
i=1
f (xi) + v (2)
where ρ is a power scale factor and v is the additive Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
σ2v . Parameter σi is a deterministic scale parameter which makes the variance (when it exists) of
the noise samples different for each sensor depending on how they are distributed in space and
how accurate their measurements are. For instance, if the phenomenon quantified by θ happens
near a sensor, it is reasonable to expect that the variances of the sensing noise would be smaller
compared to those that are farther. Moreover, in case of WSNs operating in adverse conditions,
the sensing noise ni could be impulsive characterized by heavy tailed distributions [21]. We also
want to point out that the received signal at the FC as modeled in (2) is realistic if the transmit
amplifiers at the local sensors are nonlinear.
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Fig. 1. System Model: Bounded transmissions over Gaussian multiple access channel.
In this paper, we study the consequences of the boundedness of f(·) on performance. In
particular, we assume that the transmit function f(x) satisfies the following conditions.
Assumptions:
(A1): f(x) is differentiable such that 0 < f ′(x) ≤ d, ∀x ∈ R.
(A2): f(x) is bounded, supx∈R |f(x)| = c.
Note that the transmitted signal at the ith sensor has the instantaneous power ρf 2(xi) and it is
always constrained within ρc2, which does not suffer from the problems of unbounded transmit
power seen in AF schemes for which f(x) = αx. The total transmit power from all the sensors
in (2) is upper bounded by ρc2L. We begin by considering a fixed total power constraint PT for
the entire network implying that the per-sensor power is less than or equal to PT/L. Clearly the
per-sensor power is a function of L when PT is fixed.
B. The Estimation Problem
First we consider estimating θ from y
L
. Let σi be a deterministic sequence capturing the
reliability of the ith sensor’s measurement. The received signal y
L
under the total power constraint
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6is given by
y
L
=
√
PT
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini) + v. (3)
Let z
L
denote the normalized received signal:
z
L
:=
yL√
L
=
√
PT
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini) +
v√
L
, (4)
and define h(θ) := limL→∞L−1
∑L
i=1 Eni [f(θ + σini)] where E(·) denotes expectation. We
will need Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers [22, pp. 259] which handles the case of
independent non-identically distributed RVs, due to the fact that the σi are different.
Theorem 1. Let X1, X2, . . . , XL be a sequence of independent and not necessarily identically
distributed RVs. Let var[Xk] denote the variance of Xk and X¯L = L−1
∑L
k=1Xk denote the
partial sum of the sequence. If ∑∞k=1 var[Xk]/k2 <∞, then, X¯L−E[X¯L]→ 0 almost surely as
L→∞.
Due to the law of large numbers in Theorem 1 we have
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini) = h(θ) (5)
where we use the fact that var[f(θ+σini)] ≤ c2 are bounded. Therefore, we have limL→∞ zL =√
PTh(θ). Due to the boundedness of f(·), (5) holds regardless of the sensing noise distributions.
Consider estimating θ from,
θ̂L = h
−1
(
z
L√
PT
)
, (6)
where z
L
is as given in (4). To recover θ uniquely from h−1(·), we need h(θ) to be one-to-one
in θ for which (A1) and (A2) are sufficient as shown in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Let g
σi
(θ) := Eni [f(θ + σini)] and suppose that the assumptions (A1) and (A2)
hold. Then, h(θ) is one-to-one in θ.
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7Proof: Differentiating g
σi
(θ) with respect to θ, we have
g
σi
(θ) =
∞∫
−∞
f(θ + σini)p(ni)dni ,
∂g
σi
(θ)
∂θ
=
∞∫
−∞
∂f(θ + σini)
∂θ
p(ni)dni , (7)
> 0 , (8)
where we have applied Corollary 5.9 in [23, pp. 46] using assumptions (A1) and (A2) to move
the derivative inside the integral in (7). The last inequality follows from the fact that convex
combination of positive valued functions is positive. Therefore, g
σi
(θ) is a strictly increasing
function of θ. Since h(θ) is a convex combination of strictly increasing and differentiable
functions, we have h′(θ) > 0, θ > 0. Therefore, h(θ) is a strictly increasing function and
thus it is one-to-one in θ.
We now state a Lemma about a convergent sequence which will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 2. Let ai be a converging sequence such that limi→∞ ai = a. Then, the partial sums of
the sequence also converge to a: limL→∞ L−1
∑L
i=1 ai = a.
Proof: Please see [24, pp. 411].
An estimator θ̂L is strongly consistent if θ̂L converges to the true value θ almost surely as
L → ∞ [24]. Now we establish the strong consistency of the class of estimators θ̂L in (6) in
Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold. Let σmax := maxi σi be finite. Then, the
estimator θ̂L in (6) is strongly consistent.
Proof: Since f(x) is a bounded function by assumption (A2), the variances var[f((θ +
σini)] ≤ c2 are bounded so that Kolmogorov’s condition
∑∞
i=1 var[f((θ + σini)]/i
2 ≤ ρ2c2pi2/6
is satisfied. Therefore the strong law of large numbers for the non-identically distributed random
variables (RVs) is applicable and z
L
→√PTh(θ) almost surely. Since f ′(x) > 0 by assumption
(A1), it follows from Lemma 1 that h(θ) is one-to-one in θ. Due to the fact that θ̂L is a continuous
function of z
L
, θ̂L → θ almost surely [24, Thm 3.14] proving that the estimator in (6) is strongly
consistent.
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8On the other hand, if the sensing becomes increasingly unreliable, σi →∞ as i→∞, then the
estimator in (6) is not consistent and θ can not be estimated from z
L
. A more formal statement
is presented next as a theorem.
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold and σi be a deterministic sequence such
that σi →∞ as i→∞, then h(θ) is independent of θ.
Proof: First we note that due to assumption (A2), the variances var[f((θ+σini)] are bounded.
According to Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers for non-identically distributed random
variables, we have
h(θ) =
√
PT lim
L→∞
∞∫
−∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini)p(ni)dni (9)
=
√
PT
∞∫
−∞
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini)p(ni)dni (10)
=
√
PT
0∫
−∞
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini)p(ni)dni
+
√
PT
∞∫
0
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
f(θ + σini)p(ni)dni (11)
=
√
PT
(
−c2
2
+
c1
2
)
=
(c1 − c2)
2
(12)
for some c1 ≤ c, c2 ≤ c. We have exchanged the summation and expectation to get (9). We
have used assumption (A2) to apply bounded convergence theorem [25, pp. 288] to move the
limit in (9) inside the integral as in (10). In (11), we have used Lemma 2 for the sequence
f(θ+ σini) along with the fact that f(x) converges to some constant as |x| → ∞ by the virtue
of assumptions (A1) and (A2). Thus if σi → ∞, then zL → (c1 − c2)/2 almost surely so that
h(θ) is independent of θ and therefore θ can not be recovered from h(θ) and the theorem is
proved.
It might seem an obvious conclusion that decreasingly reliable measurements yield inconsistent
estimates. However, for AF transmissions, Theorem 3 does not hold, as will be discussed in
Section II-D.
Theorem 3 indicates that if sensors use a bounded function to transmit their measurements
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9to the FC, there is a penalty incurred when the variance of the noise samples are going to
infinity. When the noise samples are very high in magnitude, the sensors will be transmitting
the boundary values (c1 or −c2) most of the time. These boundary values do not contain any
information on the quantity of interest θ, therefore we can not construct any useful estimator of
θ from z
L
.
We like to point out that the assumption (A2) is not necessary for Theorems 2 and 3 to hold.
It is sufficient if f(x) is just an increasing function such that the variances var[f(θ+ σini)] are
bounded and boundedness of f(x) is not necessary. For instance, consider the function f(x) =
sign(x)|x|p with 0 < p < 1/2. This is not a bounded function, however σ˜i2 := var[sign((θ +
σini))|(θ+σini)|p] exists when ni is a alpha-stable random variable [26, pp. 18] and the sequence
σ˜i
2 is bounded if σmax := maxi σi is finite. Therefore, Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers
is still applicable and it is possible to estimate θ from z
L
in (4).
C. Asymptotic Normality of the Estimator
We now investigate the asymptotic normality of the estimator in (6). For the sake of simplicity
we assume that ni are i.i.d. and σi = 1, i = 1, . . . , L.
Theorem 4. Let the assumption (A1) hold and suppose that σi = 1, i = 1, . . . , L. Let ni be i.i.d.
and v ∼ N (0, σ2v), then
√
L
(
θ̂L − θ
)
is asymptotically normal with zero mean and variance
given by
AsV =
∞∫
−∞
f 2(θ + ni) p(ni)dni − h2(θ) + σ2vPT( ∞∫
−∞
f ′(θ + ni) p(ni)dni
)2 . (13)
Proof: Due to the central limit theorem, we see that √L [z
L
− h(θ)] is asymptotically normal
with zero mean and variance σ2 given by
σ2 = PT
 ∞∫
−∞
f 2(θ + ni) p(ni)dni − h2(θ)
+ σ2v . (14)
Applying [24, Thm 3.16] the asymptotic variance of the estimator in (6) is given by
AsV = G2σ2 (15)
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where
G :=
∂h−1(
z
L√
PT
)
∂z
L
∣∣∣∣
z
L
=
√
PTh(θ)
=
1
h′
(
h−1
(
z
L√
PT
))∣∣∣∣
z
L
=
√
PTh(θ)
=
1√
PTh
′(θ)
(16)
Substituting G in (15) and simplifying we obtain the theorem.
D. Comparison with Amplify and Forward Scheme
For the AF scheme, the transmitted signal at the ith sensor is given by αLxi where αL depends
on the number of sensors L to ensure the total power constraint, but is independent of xi [8],
[27], [28]. To begin with, we focus on the case when ni are i.i.d., and choosing αL identical
across sensors. In what follows, we will show that the scheme in (6) is superior to AF when the
sensing noise has a heavy-tailed density.
The received signal for the AF scheme is given by
y
L
= αL
L∑
i=1
(θ + σini) + v . (17)
We have already seen that the per-sensor power α2L(θ+σini)2 is a RV with unbounded support,
when the PDF of the sensing noise has support over the entire real line. This is undesirable
especially for low-power sensor networks with limited peak-power capabilities. Using a bounded
transmission function is preferable to AF, with respect to the management of the instantaneous
transmit power of sensors.
Since the total instantaneous power is random for AF, the total power is defined as an average
PT = α
2
L
∑L
i=1 E[(θ + σini)
2], where the expectation is taken with respect to the sensing noise
distribution. We will consider a total power constraint case where PT is not a function of L so
that αL =
√
PT∑
L
i=1
(θ2+σ2
i
σ2n)
where σ2n is the variance of ni. For the AF scheme the estimator is
given by θ̂AF = yL/(LαL) so that
(θ̂AF − θ) = 1
L
L∑
i=1
σini +
1
L
√∑L
i=1(θ
2 + σ2i σ
2
n)
PT
v . (18)
The normalized multiple access channel output for the AF scheme is proportional to the sample
mean, which is not a good estimator of θ when the sensing noise is heavy-tailed. As a specific
example, consider the case when ni is Cauchy distributed. From (18) it is clear that (θ̂AF−θ) → 0
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is not possible since the sample mean L−1
∑L
i=0 σini is Cauchy distributed for any value of
L. Since the sample mean is not a consistent estimator for Cauchy noise, the AF approach
over multiple access channels fails for such a heavy-tailed distribution. On the other hand, the
estimator proposed in (6) is strongly consistent in the presence of any sensing noise distribution,
including Cauchy distribution. This example illustrates that the inherent robustness of using
the bounded transmission function in the presence of heavy-tailed sensing noise distributions.
The sample mean, “computed” by the multiple access channel in the AF approach, is highly
suboptimal, and sometimes not consistent like in the Cauchy case, whereas in the proposed
approach the channel computes a noisy and normalized version of the function of the sensed
samples, from which a consistent estimator can be constructed for any sensing noise distribution.
We saw that bounded transmissions are more robust to impulsive sensing noise compared
to AF. On the other hand, AF can be superior to bounded transmissions if the sensed data
are decreasingly reliable (σi → ∞). Recall Theorem 3 which says that if σi → ∞, then the
estimator in (6) is not consistent. It is clear from (18) that AF is strongly consistent provided that
L−1
∑L
i=0 σini converges to zero. A sufficient condition for this is given by Theorem 1 which
is given by
∑∞
i=1 σ
2
i /i
2 < ∞ in this case. It is possible for σi → ∞ while
∑∞
i=1 σ
2
i /i
2 < ∞,
when the variances of ni exist. For example, if σi =
√
iσ for some σ > 0, then σi → ∞ as
i → ∞. However, ∑∞i=1 σ2i /i2 = σ2∑∞i=1 i−32 < ∞. Therefore, in this case the strong law of
large numbers holds, and the AF scheme is consistent. Whereas bounded transmission schemes
fail to be consistent as was proved in Theorem 3 irrespective of at what rate σi goes to ∞. Thus,
AF is consistent over a less strict set of conditions on σi, even though it suffers from unlimited
peak power.
III. DISTRIBUTED DETECTION WITH BOUNDED TRANSMISSIONS
For the distributed estimation problem, we saw that consistency requires that f(·) is one-
to-one. For distributed detection this is not necessary, since we do not seek to estimate θ but
to distinguish between two hypothesis. Indeed, conventionally, f(·) is chosen as a quantizer
in distributed detection. In this section, we want to address the choice of f(·) whether it is
a quantizer, or an invertible bounded function. We also want to study the consequences of
boundedness for f(·) through the deflection coefficient.
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A. System Model
Consider a binary hypothesis testing problem with two hypotheses H0, H1 where P0, P1 are
their respective prior probabilities. Let the sensed signal at the ith sensor be,
xi =
θ + σini underH1σini underH0 (19)
i = 1, . . . , L, θ > 0 is a known parameter whose presence or absence has to be detected, L is the
total number of sensors in the system, and ni is the noise sample at the ith sensor. As explained
in Section II-A, σi > 0 is a deterministic scale parameter. The sensing noise samples are i.i.d,
have zero median but they need not be bounded or have any finite moments. We consider a
setting where the ith sensor transmits its measurement using a bounded function √ρf(xi) over a
Gaussian multiple access channel so that the received signal at the FC is given by (2) where ρ is
a power scale factor and f(x) satisfies the same conditions as in Section II-A, and v ∼ N (0, σ2v)
is the additive channel noise. Note that the power at each sensor is upper bounded by ρc2. We
also assume that the total power ρc2L for the entire network is constrained to PT.
B. The Detection Problem
The received signal y
L
under the total power constraint can be written as
y
L
=
√
PT
L
L∑
i=1
f (xi) + v . (20)
With the received signal in (20), the FC has to decide which hypothesis is true. It is well known
that the optimal decision rule under the Bayesian formulation is given by:
p(y
L
|H1)
p(y
L
|H0)
H1
≷
H0
P0
P1
(21)
where p(y
L
|Hi), is the conditional probability density function of yL when the hypothesis Hi,
i ∈ {0, 1}, is true.
C. Probability of Error
The PDFs of y
L
in (21) under the hypothesis Hi involve (L + 1) convolutions and are not
tractable in general. Let Pe be the probability of error at the FC:
Pe = P0 Pr [error|H0] + P1 Pr [error|H1] (22)
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where Pr [error|Hi] is the error probability when Hi is true. Since Pe is not straightforward
to evaluate, we will study a surrogate metric called the deflection coefficient (DC) [29]–[32]
to identify regimes where reliable detection is possible. The DC, depends only on the system
model in (20), and does not depend on any detector. As we are considering a general transmission
scheme at the local sensors, and Pe is not tractable, it is more insightful to study the DC.
D. Deflection Coefficient and its Optimization
We will now define and use the deflection coefficient which reflects the output-signal-to-noise-
ratio and widely used in optimizing detectors [29]–[32]. The DC is an SNR like quantity defined
as,
D :=
1
L
|E[y
L
|H1]− E[yL|H0]|2
var[y
L
|H0] . (23)
When σi is a deterministic sequence, the DC for the system in (20) is given by
DL =
L−1 L∑
i=1
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni
2
L−1
L∑
i=1
 ∞∫
−∞
f 2(σini)p(ni)dni −
 ∞∫
−∞
f(σini)p(ni)dni
2+ σ2v
PT
. (24)
We now study the conditions on the sequence σi for limL→∞DL = 0. When this asymptotic DC
is zero, the interpretation is that reliable detection is not possible. The following result establishes
that if σi goes to infinity, the asymptotic DC is zero.
Theorem 5. Let σi be a deterministic sequence such that limi→∞ σi = ∞, suppose that the
assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold. Then, limL→∞DL = 0.
Proof: Clearly the denominator of (24) is bounded between (σ2v/PT) and (c2 + σ2v/PT).
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Therefore, it suffices to show that the numerator goes to 0 as L→∞. Consider
lim
L→∞
D
L
= lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni (25)
=
∞∫
−∞
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni (26)
=
0∫
−∞
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni
+
∞∫
0
lim
L→∞
1
L
L∑
i=1
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni (27)
=
(
−c2
2
+
c2
2
)
+
(c1
2
− c1
2
)
= 0 (28)
for some c1 ≤ c, c2 ≤ c and we have used assumption (A2) to apply bounded convergence
theorem [25, pp. 288] to move the limit in (25) inside the integral as in (26). In (27), we have
used Lemma 2 for the sequences f(θ+σini) and f(σini) along with the fact that f(x) converges
to some constant as |x| → ∞ by the virtue of assumptions (A1) and (A2). Thus if σi → ∞,
then limL→∞DL = 0.
Theorem 5 indicates that if sensors use a bounded function to transmit their measurements to
the FC, there is a penalty incurred when the variance of the noise samples are very high. When
the noise samples are very high in magnitude, the sensors will be transmitting the boundary
values of f(x), i.e., c1 or −c2 most of the time. These boundary values do not contain any
information about the signal θ to be detected when H1 is true. Hence it is not possible to
distinguish between the hypothesis H1 and H0 and accordingly we have the asymptotic DC
equal to 0.
However, if σi are bounded, then we can show that limL→∞DL > 0 which is done next.
Theorem 6. Let σmax := maxi σi be finite and suppose that the assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold.
Then, limL→∞DL > 0.
Proof: Let g
σi
(θ) :=
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ+σini)−f(σini)]p(ni)dni. To show limL→∞DL > 0, it suffices
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to show that g
σi
(θ) > 0, ∀θ > 0 for some i. Using the assumption (A1) we have,
g
σi
(θ) =
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni ,
∂g
σi
(θ)
∂θ
=
∞∫
−∞
∂f(θ + σini)
∂θ
p(ni)dni , (29)
> 0 , (30)
where we have applied Corollary 5.9 in [23, pp. 46] using assumptions (A1) and (A2) to move
the derivative in (29) inside the integral. The last inequality follows from the fact that convex
combination of positive valued functions is positive. Therefore, g
σi
(θ) is strictly an increasing
function of θ. When θ = 0, clearly g
σi
(0) = 0 and together with the fact that ∂g
σi
(θ)/∂θ > 0,
∀θ > 0, we have g
σi
(θ) > 0, ∀θ > 0.
Theorem 6 says that if the deterministic σi are bounded, then the asymptotic DC is positive
which means that reliable detection is possible in this regime.
Next we will prove that for the DC to be greater than zero, we do not need f(x) to be a
differentiable or strictly increasing. In the following theorem we prove that D
L
> 0 for a uniform
quantizer with bounded number of quantization levels.
Theorem 7. Let σmax := maxi σi be finite and suppose that f(x) is a uniform quantizer with
M levels such that
f(x) =

k∆ , (k − 1
2
)∆ ≤ x < (k + 1
2
)∆ ,
K∆ , x ≥ (K + 1
2
)∆ ,
−K∆ , x ≤ −(K + 1
2
)∆
(31)
where k = −K,−(K−1), . . . , 0, . . . , (K−1), K, M = 2K+1, ∆ = 2xmax/M and xmax is the
saturation point of the finite level quantizer. Suppose that ni has infinite support. Then, DL > 0.
Proof: Let g
σi
(θ) :=
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + σini) − f(σini)]p(ni)dni. To show DL > 0, it suffices
to show that g
σi
(θ) > 0, ∀θ > 0. Note that the function f(x) in (31) is non-decreasing, i.e.,
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f(x)− f(y) ≥ 0, ∀x ≥ y. Consider
g
σi
(θ) =
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + σini)− f(σini)]p(ni)dni (32)
=
1
σi
∞∫
−∞
[f(θ + vi)− f(vi)]p(vi)dvi (33)
=
1
σi
−[(K+ 1
2
)∆+θ]∫
−∞
[f(θ + vi)− f(vi)]p(vi)dvi
+
1
σi
(K+ 1
2
)∆∫
−[(K+ 1
2
)∆+θ]
[f(θ + vi)− f(vi)]p(vi)dvi
+
1
σi
∞∫
(K+ 1
2
)∆
[f(θ + vi)− f(vi)]p(vi)dvi (34)
≥ 1
σi
(K+ 1
2
)∆∫
−[(K+ 1
2
)∆+θ]
[f(θ + vi)− f(vi)]p(vi)dvi (35)
=
1
σi
K∑
k=−K
(k+ 1
2
)∆∫
[(k− 1
2
)∆−θ]
∆p(vi)dvi (36)
> 0 (37)
where in (32) we substituted vi = σini to get (33). The inequality in (37) follows from the fact
that ∆ > 0 and vi has infinite support (since ni has infinite support so that vi = σini has infinite
support as well). When θ = 0, clearly g
σi
(0) = 0 and therefore, we have D
L
> 0, ∀θ > 0.
Theorem 7 can in fact be proved for non-uniform quantizer as long as M ≥ 2 and ni has
infinite support.
We would ideally like to find the f(x) that maximizes the DC in (24) but this is not tractable.
However, when θ is small, and channel noise is negligible, we have a closed form expression for
f(x) through the locally optimal detection strategy. We now briefly discuss the use of nonlinear
functions in the context of locally optimal detection.
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E. Locally Optimal Detection
A detector is said to be locally optimal (most powerful) if it is better than any other detector in
the sense of minimizing the probability of error for very small values of θ [21]. The problem of
designing optimum detectors in the presence of additive noise has a long history in the statistical
signal processing literature [21]. Usually the sensing noise corrupting the signal is assumed to
be Gaussian. However there are situations when the noise is impulsive [21]. In such scenarios,
linear detector is not necessarily optimal, and therefore nonlinear functions are applied on the
sensed observations to minimize the impact of impulsive sensing noise distributions with heavy
tails.
In [21], it is shown that for a given sensing noise distribution p(n), the nonlinear function
f(x) that would be locally optimal is given by
f(x) = −p
′
(x)
p(x)
. (38)
One may be interested in the inverse problem that given a nonlinear function f(x), for which
sensing noise distribution, it would be locally optimal. From (38) it is easy to answer this
question. We have,
p(x) = Ce
−
x∫
−∞
f(y)dy
. (39)
Here the p(x) obtained from (39) should be a valid PDF satisfying p(x) ≥ 0 and
∞∫
−∞
p(x)dx = 1.
For example, if f(x) = tanh(x), we get p(x) = pisech(x) = 2pie−x/(1 + e−2x). The sech(x)
distribution behaves like the heavy-tailed Laplacian distribution when x is relatively high. It
is interesting to note that tanh(x) behaves like the hard clipper non-linearity [21] which is a
bounded function and is locally optimal for Laplacian noise distribution. In fact, a closer look
at (38) reveals that if p(x) behaves like an exponential density (for relatively large x), then the
f(x) that would be locally optimal would behave like a constant (for relatively large x). This
shows that the family of increasing bounded functions are locally optimal for the family of heavy
tailed sensing noise distributions. When n is Gaussian, bounded f(x) is no longer optimal as it
is well known that f(x) = x is optimal for Gaussian sensing noise. We will illustrate this in the
Simulations section.
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IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we corroborate our analytical results through Monte Carlo simulations for both
the distributed estimation and distributed detection problems. In all of the simulations we have
assumed σi = 1, i = 1, . . . , L.
A. Distributed Estimation Performance
In Figure 2 we chose f(x) = tanh(ωx), ω > 0 is a scale parameter. Here we compare
AsV (ω) and Lvar(θˆ
L
− θ) versus ω under the total power constraint for various distributions on
the sensing noise ni. We observe that the variance of the asymptotic distribution, AsV (ω) and
the normalized limiting variance Lvar(θˆ
L
− θ) are closer to each other when L is sufficiently
large. However if L is smaller, we see that there is significant difference between AsV (ω) and
Lvar(θˆ
L
− θ) as illustrated in Figure 3. This is due to the finite sample effect, and when L is
increased, Lvar(θˆ
L
− θ) decreases to converge its limiting value of AsV (ω). In Figure 4, we
compare AsV (ω) and Lvar(θˆ
L
−θ) versus L. Clearly in all cases, as L increases the Lvar(θˆ
L
−θ)
approaches its limiting values of AsV (ω).
In Figure 5, we compare the performance among different bounded transmission functions
when ni is Gaussian. All the functions used in this plot are appropriately normalized so that
−1 ≤ f(x) ≤ 1. Here gd(x) := arctan(sinh(ωx)). We note that tanh(ωx) has the lowest
asymptotic variance compared to other functions. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that for a
given ω, tanh(ωx) is closest to the linear function among the other functions considered here.
For the Gaussian sensing noise, since linear estimator is optimal, tanh(ωx) performs better than
other functions.
B. Distributed Detection Performance
We define the sensing and channel SNRs as ρs := θ2/σ2n, ρc := PT/σ2v and assume P1 = P0 =
0.5. Note also that ρ = PT/L is the power at each sensor as defined in Section II-A. We used
a quadratic detector based on the assumption that y
L
in (20) is Gaussian under both hypotheses
in the simulations provided here.
In Figure 6, we chose f(x) = tanh(ωx), ω > 0 is a scale parameter and show that maximizing
the DC with respect to ω approximately results in minimizing the probability of error. Figure
6 shows the plots of D(ω) and Pe(ω) vs ω for Gaussian, Laplacian and Cauchy sensing noise
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distributions where the Pe(ω) plot is obtained using Monte-Carlo simulations. The different ω∗
values in Figure 6 correspond to the best ω values obtained by optimizing D(ω) and Pe(ω)
respectively. It is interesting to see that the ω∗ that minimizes Pe(ω) is very close to that which
maximizes D(ω) and thus DC is justified as a performance metric.
Finally we depict the Pe performance versus L for different bounded functions in Figure 7.
In each of these cases, ω∗ that maximized the deflection coefficient were used. We note that
AF outperforms all other functions since for the AF scheme, the detector is a linear function
of observations which is optimal when ni is Gaussian. The function ωx/(1 + |ωx|) exhibits the
worst performance as it has the largest deviation from the linear function compared to the other
candidate functions considered in this simulation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A distributed inference scheme relying on bounded transmissions from the sensors is con-
sidered over Gaussian multiple access channels. The instantaneous transmit power is always
constrained to be bounded irrespective of the random sensing noise, which is a desirable fea-
ture for low-power sensors with limited peak power capabilities. For the distributed estimation
problem, the estimation scheme using bounded transmissions is shown to be strongly consistent
provided that σi is a bounded sequence and that the transmission function is one-to-one. For
sensing noise distributions for which the sample mean is highly suboptimal or inconsistent, the
proposed estimator is shown to be consistent. For heavy-tailed distributions with infinite variance
like Cauchy, it is shown that the AF scheme fails, and that the bounded transmission approach is
superior to AF. As long as the variance of the noise samples grow to infinity slower than linearly,
AF scheme is consistent, whereas the proposed scheme fails when the variance of the noise
samples go to infinity at any rate. For the distributed detection problem, it is shown that using
bounded transmissions, reliable detection is possible if σi is a bounded sequence. It is also shown
that using bounded transmissions, reliable detection is impossible if the variance of the noise
samples grow to infinity. Monte Carlo simulations are presented to illustrate the performance of
several bounded transmission functions for a variety of sensing noise distributions.
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Fig. 2. Total Power Constraint: f(x) = tanh(ωx), σ2n=1, σ2v=1, PT=10, L=500
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Fig. 3. Total Power Constraint, ni Laplacian: f(x) = tanh(ωx), σ2n=1, σ2v=1, PT=10, L=25, 50, 500
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